
PLEATED MASK 
MEMORIES

Many of us have been 
making masks for 
friends, family and 
esssential workers 
during this pandemic. 
Here is a chance to 
have some fun with it!

There are two designs, generally, for masks - pleated and fitted. I have 
included a block design for each type. My measurements will result in 
12" (finished) blocks. Make your blocks as scrappy as you like, mask and/or 
backgrounds, with these designs.

Cutting Instructions:
-13" square of one fabric or pieced scraps for background (to be squared 
up after applique).
-Four lengths of ribbon, etc., for ties, each 7" long
-Four strips for mask, each cut 2" x 10"

Construction:
-Sew four mask strips together lengthwise to make a single strata. Trim 
this after ironing to 6.5" x 9.25". Press under 1/4" all around rectangle.
-Glue or pin baste rectangle on background square - set the mask on an 
angle as I did or straight, as pleases your eyes. 
-Slide 1/4" of each ribbon underneath mask rectangle at top and bottom 
of mask as shown.
-Applique mask to background - I used a topstitch (length 3) about 1/8" 
inside folded edge all the way around. You might choose to do a narrow 
zigzag or hand applique instead.
-Press block, then trim it to 12.5" square.
-I will tack the ribbons in place to the background after quilting.



FITTED MASK 
MEMORIES

Many of us have 
been making masks 
for friends, family 
and esssential 
workers during this 
pandemic. Here is a 
chance to have some 
fun with it!

There are two designs, generally, for masks - pleated and fitted. I have 
included a block design for each type. My measurements will result in 
12" (finished) blocks. Make your blocks as scrappy as you like, mask and/or 
backgrounds, with these designs.

Cutting Instructions:
-13" square of one fabric or pieced scraps for background (to be squared 
up after applique).
-8" square of fabric or pieced scraps for mask
-Two pieces of ribbon, etc., for ties, each 7" long
-Template for Mans size mask pattern (next page)

Construction:
-Using the pattern template, cut out your fitted mask shape. I did raw 
edge applique with my block - if you want to do turned edge applique, add 
1/4" seam allowance all around your cut shape, then turn under edges.
-Glue or pin baste your mask shape onto the background block you have 
chosen.
-Pin 1/4" of each ribbon length under top and bottom edges of mask as 
shown.
-Applique mask in place, being sure to firmly sew ribbon ends. I did 
narrow zigzag stitching by machine; you may choose that, straight edge 
topstitching or hand applique.
Press and trim block to 12.5" square.
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2 for main fabric
2 for lining fabric

Face Mask Templates

Copyright © craftpassion.com
Meant for hobby and personal use only. 

Do not sell the free pattern.

Instruction and pictures @ http://www.craftpassion.com/?p=26304

Note: No seam allowance included, 
add seam allowance as per instruction

Fold you fabric and 
add seam allowance to cut

Can be used in Type A, B & C instruction

rev 3

Instructions and pictures @ 
https://www.craftpassion.com/?p=26304

Face Mask Templates

(Can be used in Type A, B, C  instruction)

4 Sizes: Small Kids, Young Kids, Teenagers & Women, & Men

2”

Please check your scale here after print
Copyright © craftpassion.com

Meant for hobby and personal use only. 
Do not sell the pattern.
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